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Project Abstract

This  project  aims  to  develop  a
framework  for  synthesizing  ultrasound
images from inaccurate poses using the
NeRF. The core objective of this method
is to enhance the synthesis  process by
simultaneously  learning  a  3D  scene
representation  from  ultrasound  images
while  optimizing  camera  poses  to
mitigate pose estimation errors.

Background and Motivation

NeRF  is  a  technique  for  achieving
photorealistic  image  synthesis.  It
accomplishes  this  by  learning  3D
representations  from  pose-annotated
images. One critical prerequisite of NeRF
involves  accurately  computing  position
vectors  from  camera  poses.  However,
acquiring precise camera poses can be
challenging,  even  when  using  tracking
techniques. As a result, recent research
has  concentrated  on  the  concurrent
optimization  of  3D  reconstruction  and
pose correction [1].  

The  ultrasound  image  formation  model
differs from the conventional model used
in  natural  images.  Consequently,  we

have  developed  a  NeRF  framework
designed  explicitly  for  ultrasound
imaging [2]. Like the original NeRF, this
approach  relies  on  precise  poses,  but
this  dependency  on  ideal  poses
introduces  rendering  quality  issues
stemming  from pose  estimation  errors.
Additionally,  it  necessitates  the
challenging  task  of  co-registering
ultrasound sweeps.

Student’s Tasks Description

First,  the  student  will  get  familiar  with
both  Ultra-NeRF  and  BARF.  They  will
understand the differences between the
modalities (ultrasound vs. RGB) and gain
insight  into  how  errors  in  pose
estimation  impact  the  learning  of  3D
scene  representations.  Then,  they  will
implement  ultrasound  rendering  within
the  BARF  framework.  Finally,  they  will
train the model and evaluate the results.
Through  this,  they  will  acquire
knowledge  in  3D  reconstruction  from
ultrasound  images,  training  neural
networks  on  remote  servers,  and
proficiency  in  utilizing  essential  image
evaluation tools, including ImFusion and
popular  software packages like open3D
or scikit-image.

Technical Prerequisites

The  student  should  have  a  basic
understanding  of  deep  learning  and
basic  familiarity  with  deep  learning
frameworks.  Proficiency  in  Python  is
essential. 
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